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ago
Ten years/it was proposed [l] to replace the dispersion relation for the

elastic scattering amplitude F(s,t) by a "derivative analvticity relation" (DAF)

which, contrary to the dispersion relation, would allow the real part Re F(s,t)

at an energy /s to be calculated by differentiating the imaginary part at the

sar"e energy, without the need to know the imaginary part at all points of the outs.

This idea aroused interest for practical reasons, promising to simplify theoretical

calculations and also to reduce the amount of measurements required for the complete

determination of the scattering amplitude. It aroused, on the other hand,

critical comments regarding the mathematical "background.

If poles and subtraction constants are omitted, the derivative snalyticity

relation can he written in the form [l]

F!e F(E) ImFjE)
(1-1)
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We examine derivative analvticity relations (DAR), which were originally

proposed by Bronzan as an alternative to dispersion relations and in which the

dispersion Integral is replaced by a tangent series of derivatives. We characterize

the class of functions satisfying DAB, and show that outside this class the

dispersion integral represents a Borel-like sum of tangent series. We point out

difficulties connected with the application of DAR.
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where a is a real number, E is the laboratory energy of the incoming particle

and F(E) the crossing-symmetric forward-scattering amplitude, is considered as

a function of the real variable E. In the case of non-forward scattering,

(t 4 0, t fixed), E in (1.1) is to be replaced by v = (s-u)Am, where m

is the mass of the target particle. The right-hand side of (l,l) is an infinite

-urn of odd derivatives with respect to the logarithm of energy; for a = 1 it

has the form

f(x) (1.2)

where x and f(x) stands for lnE and Im F(E)/E, respectively.

"e discuss in the present paper both the questions of validity and those

of praei'cal applicability of the derivative analyticity relations. First of

.ill, Relation (l.l) has sense only if the infinite sum on its right-hand side

:.:; convergent; we therefore derive, in Sec.II (Theorem 1 ) , a necessary and

sufficient condition of the convergence of (1.2). In the same section, in

Theorc.ds 2, 3 and h we give conditions under which an infinitely differentiable

function f defined on th real axis R can be extended from some interval

I Cfi to the corresponding entire function. According to Theorem 2, such an

entirt- "unction exists if (1.2) converges on I. Further implications of the

•/alidity of (!i.l) are also derived. In Sec.Ill, we apply the results to high-

rneirgy particle scattering. We conclude that if {l.l) is valid on some interval



I of the rial axis then both Re F(E) and Ira F(E) and, in this, also F(E)

must "be extensible to entire functions. Is Theorems 2, 3 and U have the form of

necessary conditions, there are, on the other hand, entire functions .for which

the series (1.2) is divergent. Sorae examples to illustrate this are also given

in Sec.III. A criterion [2] of the convergence of (1.2) in terms of the

convergence radius of the Taylor expansion of f(x) is found incorrect and

counter-examples are given.

In See.IV, we derive the integral dispersion relation from the derivative

one, (l.l). This allows us to investigate in detail the essential difference

in the validity domains of a dispersion relation and the DAR. The dispersion

integral is a generalized sura of the tangent series (1.2); this generalization

slightly differs from the Borel summation.

Problems of approximating the true amplitude in terms of functions

satisfying DAE are analyzed in Sec.V. We introduce two different fits to data.

Im F and Im F , to be used in the dispersion-relation approach and in the DAR

approach, respectively, and derive bounds on the difference Re F - Re F , It

turns out that in some situations these Bounds may grow in an uncontrollable way.

due to low-energy contributions. (This fact was already pointed out by

G. Hohler [3].) Finally, we give special examples of functions showing that

neither of the two approaches is secure from instabilities, though of different

kinds. Sec.VI contains concluding remarks.

II. ON THE CONVERGENCE OF THE TANGENT SERIES

The first problem to solve is to find a necessary and sufficient condition

of the convergence of expression (1.2), which for x = lnE and f(x) = Im F(E)/E

coincides with the right-hand side of (l.l) for o ^ 1. (The case o y 1 will

be discussed in Sec.IV.)

The class of functions for which the tangent aeries (1.2) is convergent

for every x € I will be referred to as class jt[l) in the following. The

symbol jt will be used for jt-iR ). We prove the following

Theorem 1 Let f : R1 •+ R . The series (1.2) converges at a point x € R

if and only if the series

(*)

1::, convergent.

To prove it, we note that

(2.2)

where

(2.3)

Here B are the Bernoulli numbers and ?(z) is the Riemann zeta function,
n

which satisfies the inequalities [h].

1 < £(2n) < ? A for n ^ 1.

Hence { a ) is a bounded sequence.

Furthemore, it is simple to show that { a } is decreasing for sufficiently

-X

•n «-/

large n,. To see this we note that

£(*)
and, for sufficiently large n, a can be given in the form

a = JL ( f + 3'*

Hence a decreases to — for n
n IT

from Abel's convergence test [5]-

The statement of the theorem follows now

(2.1)

Theorem 1 allows one to investigate the convergence of the tangent

series (1.2) by considering the properties of f(x) and its derivatives at the

same point. It is , however, particularly useful if it is applied to a whole

interval I of the real axis R . To see this we use the following

Theorem 2 Let the function f : I -+ R have all derivatives at every point

of I (i.e. f belongs to the class C°°(I)). If the series (2.1) converges

for every x £ I C B , then an entire function exists which assumes the values of

f(x) on I.

The theorem follows from Ref.[6], where its generalization is proved.

(The main steps of the proof are given in the appendix.)
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Of course, the same theorem is also "valid if (2.1) is replaced t>y the

sum of all even derivatives

(2.1*)

We shall examine the connection between the properties of the tvo series. First

we prove

Theorem 3 Let f(x) be a function regular o a region D of the complex plane

C If the two suras (2.1) and (2.M converge for some x = x Q € D, then f

can "be extended to an entire function f (f(x) = f(x) on D) such that

(x) ana x f converge uniformly on every "bounded suhset of
0

^ f

n=0 n=0

The assumptions of the theorem imply the validity of the Taylor expansion

of f(x)

(a.5)*v-"0

on some neighbourhood of xQ. Since (2.5) converges for every x £ C , the

function f(x) is extensible to an entire function f(x). In the following,

we shall prove the convergence of *\~ ~(2n+l
(x) only, because the convergence

n=0
of the other series is proved analogously. Note that the statement of the

theorem is also valid for f f (x).

n=0

Denoting ,(m+2k+l), ,

M ~'(U*1)
H oo

oa

'^hs sun1 S cor.taf.nE cnly even or

respectively. Take any x € C , jx-

the Cauchy convergence tests for

nlj odd derivatives for m odd or tvun,

_| S R and any positive E. Combining

f ( a + l ) ( x Q ) and for ^ ^ ^ ™

easily find that there exists an Sp such that

holds for every M > N Q, N > II- and every n s^ 0. Hence, we obtain that

relation

£
is valid for any x, |x-xQ| ̂  R, M > MQ and N > BQ. Then, the theorem is

proved by the Cauehy's test.

The relation between the tvo sums (2.1) and {2.\) is now illustrated

by the following theorem

Theorem it If the series (2.1) converges on some interval IC. B , then

(2,4) is also convergent on I and both sums can be extended to entire functions

in the complex plane.

To prove this, it is sufficient to show the existence of some point

I such that f (x ) converges. The theorem will then follow

n=0
from Theorem 3.

According to the assumption of Theorem h, f ( 2 n + l )(x) converges

for every x 6 1. Since „ f g C°°, there exists an interval (x ,x, )C I
J2n+1),

and M > 0 such that '(x)

n=0

^ M for every

x g t x Q , ^ ) and for every H > 0. This is a consequence of the fact

that (2.1) defines a finite function of the first class according to the Baire

classification [6]. Using the identity ,,

f ""?> -f" W -
r.

we conclude that

= N

(2.6)

-5-
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Let £ > 0; first we choose x to make M x -x < p-. Then, applying

the Cauehy tests on (2.1) for x = x.. and X = x. we find that the first

term on the right-hand side of (2.6) is bounded by E/2 for N > N and

H > Mn. Then we deduce the convergence of ^> f +2'(xQ) from the Cauchy

test. n=0

The series (2,l) and (2.1() can be extended to the corresponding entire

functions because the series of the entire functions are uniformly convergent

on any bounded subset of the complex plane (see Theorem 3).

It is easy to see that the role of (2.1) and (2.1t) can be interchanged

in the theorem.

If Theorems 1, 2 and h are applied to an interval I C H , they can

be combined to conclude that if (1,2} or tg(^ — ) f (x) converges for a

function f(x) on I then f(x) as well as the series (2.1), (2.k), (1.2)

8E-d tg(— — } f (x) are all extensible to the corresponding entire functions.

The extension of f(x) assumes the values of f(x) on I but may differ

from it outside I.

III. APPLICATION TO HIGH-ENEEGY SCATTERING

Applying these results to the problem of high-energy scattering, we choose

x = InE and f(x)=Im F(E)/E; the normalization of F(E) is chosen such that

the optical theorem has the form Im F(E) = E cr(E) where a(E) is the symmetric

total cross section.

The series (1.2) is often used to represent the scattering amplitude

in some high-energy interval I C E . He see from the results obtained that

this is possible only if Im F(E) is extensible from I to a function entire

in InE. This possibility cannot be a priori excluded but the practical

applicability is limited due to the presence of branch points on Ft . (One

can rather'think of approximating Im F(E) with an entire function on I; we

briefly comment on this in Sec.V.)

Furthermore, if we identify, as the relation (l.l) suggests, (1.2) with

Re F(E)/E, we see that ne F(E)/E should al:-o Tje extensible frni-i T to a function

We conclude that, to meet all the conditions required for the

convergence of the tangent series, one must choose the interval I

extraordinarily short not to hit any of the branch points on R . This is

hardly interesting from the practical point of view. Mote also that the

physical amplitude F(E), which possesses cuts on R , is, in general, different

from the entire extension, both In the complex plane and on the real axis

outside I.

Theorems 1 and £ do not exclude the possibility of f(x) being extensible

from I to an entire function even when (1.2) and, by this, (2.1), is divergent.

As an example, we can consider the function f(x) = e , for which N f (x)

is divergent for all real x. Another such a function, which in addition is

bounded on R , is, e.g., f(x) = cos x. The series (2.1) is divergent for

it at all real x unless x = k".

Another consequence of our theorems is that if, on an interval I, f(x)

does not assume the values of an entire function, there must be at least one

point on I at which (2.1) is divergent. In the same interval, there must also

be a point at which the series (2.1i) diverges. We have already mentioned

that the presence of branch points on the real axis makes the extension of

Im F(E) to an entire function difficult. It is therefore of interest to

investigate the situation in which f(x) Is holomorphic in a bounded domain

only. The problem of the convergence of the tangent series under this

assumption was considered by Heidrich and Kazes [2]. They conclude that if

the Taylor series of a function f(x)fi C

fc*)

has finite radius of convergence, 0 i B < °° , then the series (1.2) diverges at

Revery x &. R . However, the statement is Incorrect,

examples, for instance,

T7

One can find counter-

(3.1)

on soae interval I C E , then thu physical amplitude I"(F,)

function in the logarithm.

-7-
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is finite and tends to infinity with a -+ 0.

aj.1 z = kiT with k being an integer.

The series (2.2) converges at

It is worth noting the difference between the set A C I of points at

which (1.2) converges and the set B = I - A of points at which (1.2) diverges.

Tf an interval J = (a,t>) is a subset of A, then also its endpoints a and "o

belong to A. To prove this, we assume the contrary. Let a 6 B. One can

extend f(x) € C°° from J to an entire function f(x). According to Theorem

y f (z) uniformly converges on any hounded region in the complex plane

Hence, we get

= ̂  y f ex)

r, m —.— 3t—* £tr

/. p-r^t-tj

J
fa-) .

Thus, the point a "belongs to A and consequently B cannot have isolated

points.

Contrary to this, A can contain isolated points. One example to

illustrate this Is given by formula (3.1). We did not, however, succeed in

finding a function for which the set A would have a limit point.

Let us summarize the discussion into the following formal statement:

Corollary If f(x) is regular on some bounded region D containing the interval

I C R and is not extensible to an entire function, then there exists a su"bset

E of l(B<ll) everywhere dense in I such that (1.2) diverges on B. Besides

this, I may contain points of convergence of (1.2).

IV. LINK TO DISPERSION RELATIONS

We turn now to some further properties of the function f(x). First
we give a simple bound on f(x).

Theorem 5 If ffi flS(l|, then the entire function f which extends f to

the complex plane obeys the bound

eefz/ <• z e,

for every 1 > 0. Here, C(e) is a constant that depends on e.

The proof easily follows from the Taylor expansion of f(z) and from

tends to aero with increasing n for every fixedthe fact that f'n'(z

The relation (i+.l) shows that functions belonging to ifCil) are, at roost,

of the order 1 and of the type 1. These limiting values are saturated

within J^{ I). For instance, the function f(x) = sin/x satisfies C'l.l) and

is of the order 1 and of the type 1.

The bound Ct.l) is valid In the whole complex plane. The same bound

alio holds for any derivative of f. We can also find constraints on the

asymptotic hehaviour of f(x) along the real axis from

Theorem 6 Let f(z) he an entire function. If y f (x) converges
1 ^ —

for some x £ R' , then n=0

(It.2)

Indeed, since f{z) is an entire function we have

According to the Hardy theorem (see, e.g. Eef,[T]) we can multiply this

power series by e and integrate it term by term. Then Eq.(lt.2) is easily

established.

Similarly, if f(z) is an entire function, them

d i

(14.3)

provided that, the sum on the left-hand side of (If.3) is convergent.

A simple application of Theorem 6 is the following

yCorollary Let I be an interval of R . If } f

n=0

-10-
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every x £ T, then the relation

holds for every x fi I. Here

fix) inside I. Similarly,

f is the entire function which coincides with

'li.it interest of .l.uuiv.". 7 arises from the fact that we can u:c it to

r.;i'.;..l i ;L n. connection between the series (1.2) and a dispersion relation. The

LtVf-'-.-n1. ir. (U. 5) can li» ."iven in the form

Of course, if I = R , then f = f, as follows from Theorem 2. If f is

replaced by f the equation remains valid for every xfi C- •

It is straightforward to generalize C+.2), (It.3) and (k,k) to relations

in which f(z) is replaced by some derivative of general order. Thus, for

instance, 'besides (lt.lt) ve also haveJ
under the same assumptions. This gives the following relation for the partial

:-/ 't(f(»i)-p4)(*+*))<H

We turn back now to the tangent series (1.2).

Theorem 1 , Let f(z) be an entire function. If the series (1.2) converges

at a point x £ R , then

(f . fatij "*

where aft) = - (l - e " 2 * ) " 1 . Note that the integral in (!J.5) exists as a

consequence of Theorems 1 and 6 and of theboundedness of the integrand in any

neighbourhood of the point t = 0. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 6.

We emphasize that the convergence of the integrals (it.2), (It.3) and (U.5) does

not imply the convergence of the corresponding sums (see, for instance, the

function f(x) = sinx).

which resembles the standard dispersion integral. Finally, setting x

we obtain

-£* (h.6)

••fhile the dispersion relation for the crossing-even amplitude P(E) reads

*eF(S)
(It.7)

where ."' (E) denotes the sum of pole terms and the subtraction constant F(O).

The right-hand side: of (̂ .2) represents the Borel sum of the corresponding

series. The dispersion integral (It.6) can be understood as a generalized sum

of the tangent series (1.2) but this generalization differs from the Borel

r.uirmation (because of the extra factors a (2.3)).

n

Putt it's f(x) = Im F(E)/E, we find the following formal differences

••••.. tveer; (h.6) and (It. 7 ) :

\i) the physical (or unphysical) threshold is equal to zero in (h.6),

(ii) the tangent aeries (1.2) can represent only the difference Re F(E) - Re F ( E ) .
P

A deeper difference is, however, associated with the validity domains of

'uiiij relations (It.6) and ft.7). While the former applies to functions which

arc entire in inE, the latter has a larger domain of validity. For instance,

'••he '-;cld"r condition is sufficient for the validity of (4.7). Both relations

••.L.:-u!i« t::'; --imo constraint on the asymptotic behaviour of F(E). Concerning the

-12-



point(l)j let us remark that one can formally avoid this difference by considering

dispersion relations vith the lower integration limit equal to zero. This

can "be achieved, for instance, by replacing theenergy variable E by the

laboratory momentum k of the incoming particle [8].

In the remainder of this section we shall "briefly discuss the case

a $ 1 (see Eq.(l.l)). To establish the convergence of the aeries

Taylor series and integrating term by term would require a to lie between

• . ' ' +°° n

6 and 2 (see Ref.[2]); a typical integral is e "~ sinh t

opinion, the choice of an a different from 1 has'no practical advantage.

t.8)

we use the following identity

*.9)

The results of Sees.II and III can now be applied to the function e f(x).

We obtain, in particular, that if the series (4.8) converges on some interval

I then f(x) can be extended to an entire function for any a.

The mapping f(x) •*• e^^'^ftx) changes the inequality (U.I), which is

valid in the whole complex plane, into

\i(*)\ *

V. COMMENTS ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY OF DAR

As the class of functions to which the derivative analytieity relations

apply is narrow, the true amplitude can only be approximated in terms of these

functions. Such approximations have been commonly used, in particular, to

fit high-energy data [9].

We shall give a qualitative ; discussion of the differences between the

DAR approach and the ordinary dispersion relations. Let Im 7 (E) be an all-

data fit to the imaginary part of F(E), to be used in the dispersion relation,

and let Re F (E) be the corresponding real part calculated from the dispersion

relation. Let further Im F (E) be a high-energy fit in terms of entire functions

and Re F (E) the corresponding real part calculated by using (l.l). As

(It.10)

Im F (E) has been obtained by fitting all experimental data above a certain

A(E) ~ Im FB(E) - Im FD(E)

energy E , the difference

Comparing Ct.lO) with C*.l) we see that the bound on f(x) is changed

unless x lies on the imaginary axis.

The general derivative analytieity relation (l.l) is now obtained by

setting

Then {k.9} becomes

f(x) =
Im F(E)

+ .12)

will be small at all energies between E and the highest experimental point
1 g

Ep > E . Outside this interval, however, Im F (E) can be considerably

different from Im F (E). This difference, in turn, will affect the predicted

values of the real part,

Introducing

S(E) = Re FB(E) - Re FD(E)

we represent 6(E) in the following form

(5.1)

(5.2)

for every real a. Thus, there is no constraint on the value of a. On the

other hand, a derivation of Ct.6) by expanding f(x) given by (It.11) in a

-13-



where

r j f'(f'*-sy

(5.3)

(5-I

(5.5)

E Q "being the lowest "branch point of the true scattering amplitude F(E).

Let us discuss now the relative importance of the three terms on the right-

hand side of (5.2). If A { E ) 4 0 for E above E 1 ? 6,(E) may play an

essential role. Yet, since the fits to Im 7 (E) which are commonly used

have the form of entire functions in lnE; we can consider Im F B ( E ) to

be equal to Im F (E) for all E > E± and, by this, dispense with 6,(E)

in (5.2).

As we see from (5.3), S^H) is infinite unless Im P (0) = 0 [ 2 ] .

Fortunately, the last relation 13 ea:;ily proved. Inserting (It.11) with a = 1

to Ct.l) we find that for every positive e and E sufficiently small the

inequality

^ £-

holds. Hence, we get

lim Im PB(E) = 0.
E-K)

The conventional parametrizations satisfy the following bound for 0 < E < E

Then we find

Hence, small values of y allow & (E) to grow faster than large values of

y. From this point of view, it is desirable to use such parametrizntions of

of F (E) which nearly saturate the Froissart "bound. There are reasons to

believe that one can meet this requirement by choosing E, large enough, such

that only terras with large values of the exponent y may be used in the

parametrization. For instance, this has been carried out "by Hohler et al [9]-

for pion-proton scattering with E.C£ 10 GeV.

The term 6p(E) can be estimated in the following way. Assuming that

|A(E)/E| ̂ D on the interval

from (5.1*)

E , , where D is a constant, we obtain

(5.7)

While the bound on <5p(E) exhibits a moderate growth with increasing E , that

on 4 (E) may grow in an uncontrollable way for E small enough, due to

small values of the exponennt y coming into play.

This situation can be illustrated by an example given by Bujak and

Dumbrajs [10], who added the term

c E a (5-8)

to the parametrization of Im F(E), choosing |cj so small that no sensible

change in the fit to Im F(S) was produced. The exponent a was taken

from the interval

0 (5.9)

to preserve the convergence of the series (2.2) and also not to violate the

Froissart bound. Because of this term, the real part acquires the term

- c E" (5-10)

(5.6)

which becomes arbitrarily large at a sufficiently near to zero. In this

way, a negligible change (5.8) of Im F(E) may cause an uncotrollable change

(5-2) of Re F(E), if a ic given with an experimental error.

that SAP si-'.ould not be applied to a function which, being determined from

error-affected data, liea near to the border of jt(,l). Here, the "distance

-15- -16-



which, according to (5-9), DAR do not apply.

Similar problems can also arise in the ordinary dispersion relation.

To give an example, let us consider a function defined by

« > o

if E fi (a,b) and by

(E) = 0 (5.11)

change of the fit provided that either |c or b-a are chosen sufficiently

small. (in the latter case, (?(E) is different from zero only between two

neighbouring energy values at which measurements are carried out.) At any

positive a, the function 0 (E) satisfies the Holder condition and the

dispersion integral is well defined. Because of IP (E), the real part

Re F (E) acquires a term of the form

IE1 . f
-ircy £'* - £' (5.12)

We shall consider the limit of J (E) for a tending to zero. If E equals

a or b, the leading term of J (E) is

^ h (5.13)

. c b 1

respectively. Then, the addition of C^(E) to Im F (E) introduces an

uncontrollable change of the real part. If E differs from a and b,

the limit is equal to

Jm- cB

(5.15)

-17-

'i-ris civm^e in Po ?"(?.} is now finite, but it is arbitrarily large

near .:, = a ar:d E - b, no matter how small |c| has been snosen.

Of course, the function W (E) with a = 0 is not suitable for a

dispersion relation, because it doe:- not s-atisfy the Holder condition. But

even if a rema.ir:s positive it can approach zero arbitrarily close without

spoiling the quality of the fit to Im P (E). On the other hand, the change

in fie F (E) becomes arbitrarily large with cc •+ 0, as follows from (5-13),

(5.1*0 and (5.15), provided that E is sufficiently close to a or b.

In this sense, the role of the function if (E) in the ordinary

dispersion relations is qui 'e analogous to that of the term (5.8) in the

derivative analyticity relation. Both (5.8) and (5-11) can easily approach

the border of the applicability domain of the respective relation, by choosing

a sufficiently close to aero. The main difference is that, while (5.11) is

"pathological" at first sight, the term (5.8) belongs to functions which are

commonly used to describe experimental data. The main merit of the ordinary

dispersion relation remains that they are valid for a much wider class of

functions and that the low-energy contribution can be properly taken into

account. It is only convention which prevents one from using functions of the

type (5.11) in practical applications of dispersion relations.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the class of functions for which the tangent

series (1.2) is convergent. According to Theorem 1, (1.2) converges if and

only if the infinite sum (2.1) converges at the same point. (The sum (2.1)

is easier to handle and, moreover, it reveals the connection of the problem

of convergence with entire functions.)

Then, we apply this result to an interval I C R , to show that the

requirement of the convergence of (1.2) implies a number of necessary conditions

to be fulfilled:

{") the infinite sums (2.1), {2.h) and te(|'^v ) f'(x) must converge on

I, and be extensible fron I to entire functions;

(ii) both f{x) and (1.2) must be extensible from I to entire functions;

(iii) the entire function which extends f(x) to the complex plane must obey

the bound (it.l).

How severe these conditions are in practice can be seen when they are

-viplisd to forward scattering; x = lnE, f(x) = Im F(£)/E. If, in addition,

t:..-•• valici--;.y of (1.1) is required, both Im F(E) and Be F(E) and, by this,

the irrrj: "U'le F{E) itself must be extensible from I to functions entire in In E.



In Sec.IV, we have analyzed the connection of the convergence of (1.2)

with the existence of the corresponding dispersion integral. In Theorems 6

and 7, we derive integral representation?of (2.1), (2.M and (1.2). In this

way, a link between DAB and the dispeslon relations is established; It follows

that the essential difference between them consits in their respective domains

of validity. In this sense, the integrals are extensions of the infinite sums

to points at which the sums are divergent.

Concerning the practical applicability of DAB, our conclusions do not

change the results of the analysis made in Fiefs. [8] and [9]. The applicability

is very limited and the predictive power is much lower than that of the dispersion

relation. One can point out, several reasons for this:

1) the true amplitude does not satisfy DAR,

2) the use of DAK requires to calculate higher derivatives of curves which

are obtained from experimental data,

3) some of the functions which are widely used to fit data lie on the border

of the class jt{J) and, consequently, may lead to predictions which are unstable

against experimental errors. The example of the function V (E) defined by

(5-11)t shows, on the other hand, that such a danger exists also in the case

of dispersion relations: but the difference is that functions of the type (5.11)

are not used in practice to fit data.

In conclusion, we would like to draw the reader's attention to the

interesting possibility of applying the derivative analyticity relations at

asymptotic energy. As was shown in Ref.[11], the first term of the infinite

sum on the right-hand side of (l.l)

(6.1)

gives correctly the leading term of the high-energy behaviour of Re F(E)/E .

This asymptotic relation applies to most of functions which can be physically

interesting. In this way, DAR provide a reasonable approximation at sufficiently

high energies and it is not excluded that they will serve as a starting point

for an approximation scheme of high-energy scattering.
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APPENDIX

For the convenience of the reader we sketch in this Appendix the

main points of the proof of Theorem 2, We completely follow Ref.[6], where

the details can "be found.

1 °°
Let I "be an open interval I C E and C (l) denotes the class of

functions all derivatives of which exist in I. The proof is divided into

series of lemmas. First we present two lemmas on the uniform boundedness of

derivatives of f(x). We denote

ft*) f

Lemma 1 Let I be an interval and F a perfect subset of I. Let g be
1 n

Continuous functions g : I •* R . If lim g (x) exists at every point

x £ I, then there exists an open interval (a,b)c I, (a,b) f\ F 4 0 and a number

M so that

where g(x)

Lemma 2 Let f«C°°(a,b) and let f '2n+1'(x) | £ M for x £ (a,b), n = 0,1,. ..

Then jf n )(x)|^H 1 for x £ (a,b), n = 0,1,... where M = rr^-y + ̂ ^ 1 ,

From Lemmas 1 and 2 we conclude that |f'2tl+1'(x) | £t 2M and
, (a), ., .
|f (x)|S 2M, on some Interval (a1,b1).

We define the function

Then we can prove

Lemma 3 Let a function f ful f i l the condition

(A.U if W
ar.d let an interval

a0 ̂  al "^ bl ~ ̂ 0

,t ^ C I he

converges for every x <

Thcic exists ail inLer^l

for x <2 V.

(a. ,u ) ,

Moreover, f{x,x.,) is an entire function in x if X Q £ (a ,b ) and

f(x) = f(x,x0) for x,x0 fi (a1,b1).

It Is straightforward to see that one can ensure the validity of (A.l)

changing f(x) to f{Sx), 6 < 1, Of course, it does not change the statement

of Theorem 2.

Lemma h Function f(x,x ) is defined for x £ I. and f(x) = f(x,x ) is

valid for x,x,fi I .

Hence f(x,x^) does not depend on x. , if x 6 I and we can denote

f (X X ) S.S f (X I )

If I1 4 I, there exists a countable set f of intervals I which

are maximal in the following sense :

•ft*) = f(*,h) , ** ?*

Obviously 1^01,, = 0 provided k ̂  s and the set U I (^f) is dense in I.

Lemma 5 Let f be an entire function and h 6 ^0,1/. If

A2a+1),)(h>

n = 0,1... then

f ( 2 n + l )Cx)| ^ M for x6<"0,h> n-0,1,...

where MQ = lte(l+e)/3-

If we assume now, that the set J contains two intervals I = (u ,v )

and T = (u ,v ) and introduce the set

it can be shown that F is perfect and nowhere dense. Using Lemma 1 to the

functions g and to the F we can obtain a contradiction. Thus, the

following statement is valid.

Lemma 6 J~ in a one-element set.

Since the set U I, is dense in [ we conclude that I- = I and
k

Theorem 2 Is proved.

'-n
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